One Health and a world of opportunity

In the course of his career, work has taken Lloyd Reeve-Johnson to more than 100 countries and he has lived on four continents while collaborating on One Health issues. His career has included clinical practice, pharmaceutical research, tertiary academia and entrepreneurial business. He believes all these avenues are open to veterinary graduates.

PUBLIC health and epidemiology never drew crowds at the Royal (Dick) School of Veterinary Studies when I was there. However, it was during one of those lectures at Easter Bush that the penny dropped. An exasperated course coordinator had resorted to bringing in a range of veterinarians from different career sectors and all of them had diverse and fascinating career experiences.

Like the majority of my year I was set on becoming a clinician – I also loved to travel – so before graduating I secured a job to start the day after I qualified. After a spell in the clinical department at Ontario Veterinary College in Canada and clinical practice in Normandy in France, I joined a practice in Northumberland. They would have preferred someone with more experience, but I was keen to learn and had picked up a good range of practical skills through EMS by being selective and choosing practices where I was allowed to develop my practical skills. Equine field surgery was not only necessary but a great opportunity as the nearest referral centres were three hours away. There was also a good measure of farm animal and small animal surgery, not to mention working independently and managing a branch practice. I soon became keen to develop a much larger hospital-type facility. The principal, however, was in his 60s and considering his next steps while I, in my early 20s, had little financial backing. The writing was on the wall . . . the area, the people and the practice were idyllic but I would not be able to realise the growth for the practice or the career development I yearned for.

I recalled the industry vet who had talked to us and began to watch job advertisements. But, I also wanted to study and to travel. I was hired by a pharmaceutical company to help develop a new antimicrobial and it was the best career decision I ever made. I was able to obtain a PhD while managing the company’s extensive European research programme, use my languages and travel throughout Europe, emerging Eastern Europe and the Middle East, interacting with vets, regulators, contract research laboratories and universities and make many international friends. A few years later I was sent to the company’s headquarters in the USA to manage global projects. I was given a project that spanned 10 states, the EU and Canada and for a period spent barely a week at home per month, which allowed me to experience a vast amount culturally in the course of our research. I was also able to link closely with the pharmaceutical parent company on emerging areas of opportunity such as oncology, endocrinology, psychotropic medications and medical devices.

A few years later though I was back in my old stomping ground in Europe, now as director of EU animal science research; again, for a while, it was a great opportunity. However, it was evident that the hi-tech research was increasingly being centralised back to the company’s US headquarters. The pay was excellent, the politics mediocre and my interest dwindling. After a while the decision was clear: either drift with the tide and play the politics to retirement or make a change.

I had always kept up my clinical skills locuming and each year I used to spend several weeks of my annual leave at charity clinics in different parts of the world (Cuba, Cambodia, Thailand, Zimbabwe, South Africa, etc) as well as doing weekend work in clinics near where I worked. After returning to Europe from the USA, I moved...
to Hampshire and it was connections via weekend locum work (rather than headhunters trawling to poach management for ever bigger salaries) that I met a couple of visionary veterinary surgeons intent on creating a brand and enlarging their group of practices. I had recently completed a postgraduate qualification in business administration and the challenge of leaving the safe haven of corporate infrastructure to build a business de novo really appealed. Ironically, the decision to leave turned out to be my next best career decision.

The day after leaving industry I started as business development director of a high-risk entrepreneurial investment. One of my business partners used to say ‘always do the right thing and you’ll be alright’, so we stuck to developing our brand, based on compassionate care, quality of veterinary service and providing good value for clients; we also had a lot of fun on the way.

We had board meetings at the cricket at Lords, strategy sessions in Italy, downgraded our lifestyles and cars and took out huge mortgages as we multiplied the number of clinics and diversified the business beyond a traditional practice to achieve nearly 500,000 veterinarian-animal interactions each year. We also ran a leading tertiary referral centre, acquired an established veterinary diagnostic laboratory and launched a nutraceutical brand. The group trebled in size over a few years and, while we yearned to bring the first veterinary independent public offering in UK and float our business on the London Stock Exchange, we were still short on scale. Sale to one of the new ‘corporate practices’ became the logical exit strategy as other priorities arose in my life. These were getting married, contemplating children and yearning for another international challenge. My partner and I returned from our honeymoon, which had taken us via the Trans-Siberian railway from Scandinavia where we were married, through China and on to Micronesia, to find the media trawling to poach management for ever bigger salaries (Australia is a world leader in this area), which fed my spirit of adventure: setting off on the high seas from Perth to Saudi Arabia in a ship with 60,000 sheep and several thousand head of cattle and a crew where only the captain spoke English. On the downside, it also led me to severely question the abysmal welfare standards endured each year by many hundreds of thousands of animals and castigate the ethics and lack of governance of this industry. I submitted evidence as an expert witness for cases challenging the trade and helped to investigate welfare issues in Mauritius, Singapore, Malaysia and the Middle East. The media fight was truly ‘gloves-off’, yet my feeling remains that this was exactly what we all agreed to in our oaths to become veterinarians – if we don’t speak up in a balanced way for animals we are abrogating our professional privilege.

I had always been interested in working across species and specifically between the human being and other animals. During my time in the USA this had been a part of my formal role, but, increasingly, I realised that it was an ongoing theme. In 2009, I enrolled on a postgraduate medical degree, and although my various businesses, income and leisure time took a large hit for a time, we emerged reasonably unscathed, thanks to the broad grounding of the classical veterinary curriculum. The medical curriculum was predominantly problem-based learning and, to be honest, while currently in vogue, my personal experience was that this was an easy way out. I feel it covered less ground less thoroughly than the classical curricula did, and was a good way for universities to economise on teaching. I could never have held down a full-time job while at veterinary school, yet
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